
 Bullet-proof Trade Setups with the Elasticity Toolkit

The Elasticity Toolkit

●     Filtering stocks with adequate Turnover (Volume * Closing price).

●     Saving selected stocks in custom lists.

●     Using the System Tester to select best performing stocks.

●     Saving the best performing stocks in a custom list.

●     Copying the results into an Excel spreadsheet.

●     Running a daily scan with the Elasticity Opening Positions Exploration to find stocks 
    which have generated a buy or a sell short signal.

●     Passing orders to broker with accompanying stop loss orders.

●     Running a daily scan with the Elasticity Closing Positions Exploration to check for     
    current open stock positions which have given an exit signal.
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Filtering stocks with adequate Turnover (Volume * Closing price).

This can be done with the Turnover Exploration, the code for which 
can be accessed at the following link: 
https://www.metastockswiss.ch/exploration_display.php?id=11

Which stocks to choose?

We have selected the US optionable stocks which contains 4288 
stocks on which we applied the turnover filter exploration.

The resulting turnover exploration gave us a list of 1524 stocks
With a daily turnover of at least 20 million

Save this result in a custom list.

https://www.metastockswiss.ch/exploration_display.php?id=11


Saving selected stocks in custom lists.
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Using the System Tester to select best performing stocks
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Saving the best performing stocks in a custom list

With right mouse button select “ Copy to Clipboard”.  Paste result into Excel spreadsheet.
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Instrument Symbol Periodicity Date Range Net Profit

NOVAVAX INC NVAX.O Daily (1) 7/27/2018 - 
8/19/2020

$32,833.29

SORRENTO THERAPE SRNE.O Daily (1) 7/27/2018 - 
8/19/2020

$32,559.62

OVERSTOCK.COM OSTK.O Daily (1) 7/27/2018 - 
8/19/2020

$31,023.74

BLOOM ENERGY CRP BE Daily (1) 7/30/2018 - 
8/19/2020

$24,581.31

DRX OG EP BL ETF GUSH.K Daily (1) 7/30/2018 - 
8/20/2020

$20,977.70

MAXAR TCHNLG ORD MAXR.K Daily (1) 7/30/2018 - 
8/19/2020

$20,436.38

AT HOME GRP INC HOME.K Daily (1) 7/27/2018 - 
8/19/2020

$16,630.45

DRX EGY BL2X ETF ERX Daily (1) 7/27/2018 - 
8/19/2020

$15,756.47

INVITAE CORP NVTA.K Daily (1) 7/30/2018 - 
8/19/2020

$15,386.34



In Excel, sort the stocks with the highest profit at the top. Then select those 
stocks showing a loss and delete them from the list. Save the spreadsheet.

Now select the Symbol column and copy this column and paste it into a text 
editor (Notepad). Save this text file.
 
This text file now contains a list of stock symbols which have a daily turnover 
of at least 20 million and were also profitable using the Elasticity system.

Copy the contents of this file into a new custom list in Metastock and save it.

This custom list now forms the basis for future Elasticity  exploration opening 
position scans.

A copy of this list can be downloaded at the following url:

 https://www.metastockswiss.ch/elasticity_profitable_stock_scan
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https://www.metastockswiss.ch/elasticity_profitable_stock_scan
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Run an Elasticity Opening Positions Exploration
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Pass selected buy or short sale orders to broker. Remember to protect each 
position with a stop loss order.
Now run a daily scan with the Elasticity Closing Positions Exploration to 
check for any exit signals on any open stock positions.
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Important!

When the Elasticity Closing Positions scan signals an exit and 
the position is closed out with the broker, do not forget to 
cancel the existing stop loss order.
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 Investor Coaching

from

Straiton & Partner - Official Distributors and Trainers 
in Switzerland for Metastock 

Straiton & Partner
Roosstrasse 53
CH-8832 Wollerau, Switzerland

Tel: 0041 41 780 80 12
Gsm: 0041 79 4142909
E-mail: info@metastockswiss.ch
Internet: https://www.metastockswiss.ch
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